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CLOSING FUTURES PRICE SUMMARY 7.15.16 

 CU16 CZ16 CN17  SQ6 SX16 SN17 

This week $3.5225 $3.5825 $3.7425  $10.7250 $10.5725 $10.3175 

Last Week $3.5500 $3.6250 $3.8050  $10.8325 $10.5775 $10.2725 

Weekly Change - $0.0275 - $0.0425 - $0.0625  - $0.1075 - $0.0050 + $0.0450 

Weather whip-saw is the best description of grain markets this week.  

Each new forecast model is quickly translated to perceived potential 

yield loss in both corn and soybeans.  Within a matter of minutes 

futures respond.  The most dramatic example took place on Thursday 

when soybeans were trading higher at 11:00 am and by 11:30 there 

were down 30 to 40 cents.  This trend is likely to continue for the 

foreseeable future, until a crop is finally considered “made.” 

Also this week the USDA gave us a look at the updated Supply & 

Demand, incorporating the June 30 acreage estimates.  Pre-report 

estimates showed corn carryout increasing 100 million bushels for 

2015/16 and nearly 200 million for 2016/17.  However, the actual 

numbers showed a slight decrease for this year and a mild 70 million 

increase for next year.  As for soybeans, USDA figures came very close 

to analysts’ estimates.  In the end, both corn and soybeans shrugged 

off the report and quickly refocused attention on the weather.  Given the 

consistently strong export sales and shipments, it is plausible to think 

we will see soy carryout drop in coming reports, which should lead to a 

recovery in prices.  As for corn, demand has been stagnant, potentially 

increasing carryout.  However, there is stuff much skepticism of the 

current acreage figures leading some to believe carryout could yet slip 

lower.   

Going forward, the day to day trade direction will continue to push 

fundamentals to the sidelines in favor of hourly weather forecasts and 

their implied production impacts. 

This Material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of CHS and should be considered a solicitation.  The information contained in this presentation is taken from 

sources which we believe to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by us as to accuracy or completeness and is sent to you for information purposes only.  There is a risk of loss when trading commodity 

futures and options.  CHS bases its recommendations solely on the judgment of CHS personnel. 

Check current cash bids:  http://www.chsrochester.com/grain/cash-bids/ 

Corn had a roller coaster week 

thanks to gyrations in the deferred 

weather forecasts.  Both old and new 

crop futures challenged lows 

established last week.  Low prices 

have all but shut off farmer sales, 

preventing the pipeline from staying 

fully charged.  In the near term either 

basis will need to narrow, or board 

prices will be forced higher.  The tug-

o-war will only be more complicated 

with daily weather concerns. 

Soybeans traded an inside lower 

week, staying within last week’s 

range and closing lower.  While this 

may not be a trend defining week, it 

is certainly possible to see 

consolidating trade for a short time.  

Weather will drive the market more 

as we approach August, however 

slow farmer movement and strong 

demand should keep basis 

supported in in effort to keep the 

pipeline full to new crop. 
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